BeeHive
BEEHIVE INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM

Maximize Your Fleet and Operation Efficiency with AI-Powered Analysis

+90 534 401 8589  info@beevision.ai  www.beevision.ai
Control and monitor all of your BeeVision dimensioning devices, and BeeSort sorter systems

Collect measurement and barcode reading results in one location and compare performances

Run OCR on labels and packages to check addresses or other information

Get optimized packing results for your vehicles

Share measurement results with your customer in a snap by sending them a temporary link

Keep all your BeeVision devices up-to-date for unmatched accuracy & non-stop operation

Works seamless and integrated with every BeeVision dimensioner and barcode reader

Get tangible advices based on total measurement results.

Analyze the performance of your dimensioners and barcode readers

Get live recommendations on vehicle size, load optimization, warehouse size.
How BeeHive works?

BeeHive Intelligence Platform

Pricing Table
Pick your Efficiency Plan

**Standard**
- Analyze Your Data
- Run OCR on Labels
- Optimize Vehicle Loading

**Premium**
- Analyze Your Data
- Run OCR on Labels
- Optimize Vehicle Loading
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